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Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
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1

2

3

4

5
Do you think your

November Writing

If you were any

Prompts: 30 Ideas

My favorite fall

candy in the world,

About Gift-Giving

scent

which candy would

and Gratitude

you be and why?

30 Prompts to
Celebrate National
Candy Day

personality is
more like sour
candies or sweet
candies and
why?

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Some celebrate

Why do we hold
elections?

52 Election Day
Prompts

Why is it
important for
people to vote?

Write a thank-

Native American

you note to a

Day or Indigenous

friend for the

People’s Day

part he or she

instead of

played in a

Columbus Day.

special memory.

What do you think

Doing something
Veterans Day
35 Gratitude and

kind without

Appreciation Ideas

anything in return

expecting
is…

of this idea?
13

14

World Kindness

When I’m having

Day (53 Random

a bad day, doing

My family’s

Acts of Kindness

something nice

Thanksgiving

Prompts + Free

for someone

traditions

Printable)

makes me feel…

20

21

Why is
Thanksgiving
important to
American culture?
27
Do you prefer to
give or get
presents?

15

16

17

18

19

My favorite
Thanksgiving story

Write a poem of
thanks.

25

26

If you could invite
one person from
Why do we
thank people?

history to your
Thanksgiving meal,
who would you
choose and why?

22

23

24

If I could go
The best

It wouldn’t be

back in time to

Thanksgiving

Thanksgiving

the rst

dish is...

without…

Thanksgiving, I

Thanksgiving
140+ Prompts and
7 Activities

would bring…
28

29

30

What kinds of

What is the

What are the

gifts will you give

greatest gift

best types of

this holiday

you’ve ever

presents to

season?

received?

give?

What are you
thankful for this
Thanksgiving?

If you could give
a gift to the
world, what
would it be?
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